Monday 18 May 2015

Growth in all the right places
I want the negativity to stop now! There are some great things in this Budget for growth and if we all
just get on with it, the economy might actually do better, which would be good for growth and good for
stocks. Today I mention a few that are particularly set to do well.
Also today, Tony Featherstone breaks down the BHP spinoff South32 and examines whether you
should hold it and potentially buy more now, or later when all the institutional activity has died down.
James Dunn has 5 remarkable REITs and Paul Rickard shares everything you need to know for a
sector review. Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say, has upgrades for ALS and Sirtex and our Super
Stock Selectors single out Dulux and Hansen Technologies.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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3 arguments for buying South32
by Tony Featherstone
Key points
Demergers – the spinning off of assets that
are better known to the market – have
provided some of the best returns in the past
decade compared to IPOs.
Those with higher risk tolerance can justify a
position for South32 in portfolios.
South32 has a strong management team and
excellent board, led by chairman David
Crawford.

Another complication is demergers, by their nature,
have no history as listed companies and are prone to
higher forecasting error from analysts.
As an aside, opportunities might emerge in BHP
Billiton. Its market capitalisation should, in theory, fall
by the value of the South32 assets being spun off.
I’m betting BHP Billiton will fall by a bit less when the
volatility subsides because the demerger simplifies
the mining giant and makes sense.
The new company

BHP Billiton has finally given birth to its newest child
– South32 – and a potential “baby bonus” to
shareholders who received one South32 share for
each BHP share held, as a demerger dividend. But
should investors hold or sell South32 shares, or buy
more?
There is a good case to buy South32 shares,
although not yet. Demergers have a habit of
underperforming in their first six months as newly
listed companies, and South32 has the added
complication of a large chunk of shares needing to be
bought or sold by index funds.
Expect a bumpy ride in the next few weeks as index
funds in the United Kingdom have to sell the shares
because South32 is no longer part of the benchmark
index they aim to replicate, and as Australian index
funds have to buy them to maintain their index
exposure.
Retail investors should stand aside from the crossfire:
as much as a third of South32 shares could change
hands between index funds in the Northern and
Southern Hemisphere and it is not clear if index
buying will soak up selling.

To recap, BHP Billiton spun off a number of non-core
base-metal assets in alumina, aluminium, nickel, lead
and zinc into South32, which listed on the ASX today
as a standalone company (ASX Code: S32). The
BHP offshoot inherits 13 assets across three
continents.
By commodity, South32 is much more exposed to
alumina/aluminium (29% of underlying earnings),
manganese ore (21%) and silver/lead/zinc (26%). By
country, Australia accounts for 56% of underlying
earnings and South Africa constitutes 29%. South
America provides the rest.
South32 has one, possibly two, tier-one assets,
meaning they are in the lowest quartile on the cost
curve — a vital position as commodity prices fall.
Most of the other assets are tier-two, giving South32
a diversified portfolio of mostly base-metal assets that
are solid rather than spectacular.
Analysts have pored over South32’s ability to rip
costs out of the business and extend mine lives,
particularly at Cannington, Australia’s largest
silver-producing mine. Retail investors should also
consider other criteria when assessing whether
South32 deserves a permanent place in their
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portfolio, or if they should sell their shares, reinvest,
or build up cash.
I see three key arguments to hold South32 and buy
more if the price dips in the next few months.
1. Demergers
This market has had a huge appetite for Initial Public
Offerings (IPO) that bring new businesses to market.
But it’s been demergers – the spinning off of assets
that are better known to the market – that have
provided some of the best returns in the past decade.
Look at the performance of Sydney Airport, spun off
from the Macquarie Group in 2009. Or more recently,
Recall Holdings, spun off from Brambles in late 2013
and taken over by Iron Mountain this year in a $2.67
billion deal. Amcor spin-off Orora, which demerged in
December 2013, has also performed strongly.
Those performances, of course, are no guarantee
that other demergers will provide similar returns. But
there are good reasons why higher-quality demergers
tend to outperform in the long term: as standalone
companies, they have greater scope to compete for
capital, grow business, cut costs and get a new lease
of life from new management.
For investors, demergers have lower information risks
than IPOs. Yes, they are still hard to value – look at
the wide variations in analyst forecasts for South32
shares – but the market is typically familiar with the
assets coming to market, and information on them,
subject to ASX Listing Rules over a long period, is
often more reliable than that in an IPO prospectus.
BHP also has a good long-record on demergers,
having divested BlueScope Steel and OneSteel (later
renamed Arrium) to become standalone listed
companies. Both have struggled after the 2008-09
Global Financial Crisis, but performed strongly for
several years after their demergers.
Another benefit is the parent company having
significant reputation risk on demergers. Unlike IPOs
that are too often skewed in the vendor’s favour, the
parent, at least in theory, aims to unlock value for its
shareholders. That South32 comes from BHP Billiton,
among the market’s best-governed companies, in my

opinion, is some comfort for shareholders.
It is obvious from South32’s structure that BHP has
its shareholders in mind. The portfolio has solid
assets and the balance sheet has acceptable debt. It
is hard to argue that BHP has taken any bit of junk it
could find and spun it into a new company for quick
gains.
Macquarie Equities research backs up this view on
demergers. In an analysis of demergers over the past
20 years, it found the “child” company tends to
underperform the market for the first six months,
before delivering stronger long-term outperformance.
Should this happen, there could be an opportunity to
buy South32 at lower prices in the next 3-6 months, in
anticipation of longer-term outperformance.
2. Timing
Another critical question is whether it is time to add
more resource-sector exposure to portfolios, given
the heavy underperformance of mining stocks in the
past three years. Don’t forget that South32 is listing
into a backdrop of falling commodity prices and global
economic uncertainty.
But valuations are always relative. The rally in
interest-rate-sensitive stocks has driven the banks,
Australian Real Estate Investment Trusts (AREITs)
and utilities collectively beyond value. Yes, there are
always opportunities within sectors, but bargains are
hard to find.
As the global economy eventually reflates, thanks to
unprecedented stimulus from central banks,
commodity prices will eventually recover. But the
timing and trajectory is uncertain, meaning exposure
to a diversified basket of commodities, mostly in base
metals, as South32 offers, makes sense.
Conservative investors are better off sticking to BHP
Billiton or Rio Tinto. Those with higher risk tolerance
can justify a position for South32 in portfolios,
provided they can withstand further short-term
volatility in resource stocks and hold for three to five
years.
By then, today’s resource-stock valuations, for
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quality companies, could look like a bargain.

regarded within boardrooms. His appointment as
South32 chair is an asset.

3. Scope for organic gains
The risks
The third argument for South32 is company specific.
There’s little doubt that it can remove significant
costs through a leaner structure than the assets had
under BHP Billiton, and there is good potential for
productivity gains at key mines.
South32’s most important asset, the Worsley
Alumina mine in West Australia is a tier-1 asset, and
has a long life. But it probably has less scope for cost
savings than other mines in the South32 portfolio.
Still, it’s a quality asset.
Moreover, the Cannington and MRN bauxite mines
have potential for mine-life extensions and higher
output.
South32 reportedly has takeover appeal. The media
has speculated that a predator could swoop on it after
listing: a solid balance sheet, potentially undervalued
assets, and scope to buy South32 near the bottom of
the commodity-price cycle could appeal to bigger
players or large private-equity firms.
I’m not convinced about South32’s takeover
prospects in the short term, and investors are always
better off buying companies on their fundamentals,
not on speculation of corporate deals. Still, the fact
South32 is being talked about as a takeover target
shows it has come to market in good shape.
Furthermore, South32’s balance sheet provides
scope to buy assets, although management seems in
no rush. If the commodity rout continues, and more
assets have to be sold at fire-sale prices in the next
18 months, South32 has plenty of ammunition to add
to its portfolio.
More important is a strong management team and
excellent board, led by chairman David Crawford. He
copped flak in some quarters for staying on the BHP
Billiton board almost 20 years before his retirement
as a non-executive director in November 2014, and
has polarised critics in the past with his views on
proxy advisers and other governance issues. But no
director knows BHP Billiton better than Crawford and
few in Australia are more experienced or better

The main risks to South 32 are continued
commodity-price weakness and problems in South
Africa. Industrial-relations unrest, sovereign risk and
higher energy prices have been a recurring problem
for miners there. South32 has five assets in South
Africa that contribute almost a third of underlying
earnings. Falling commodity prices and rising
unemployment in the resource sector should take
some steam out of strikes and militant action, but it is
a risk to watch.
The verdict
On balance, South32 – which finished at $2.05 on its
first day of trading today – warrants a place in
portfolios for those who received shares. Short-term
weakness in the next six months could present an
opportunity for new investors, but there is no
compelling reason to buy the shares now, given
potential for ongoing volatility after listing for the next
few months.
Portfolio investors should watch and wait for better
value. Demergers have a knack of getting cheaper
before delivering on their promise and outperforming
the market. That could be true of South32 in a
challenged market for resource stocks.
– Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Joe’s Viagra Budget will help these stocks
by Peter Switzer
The Budget brought a week where the stock market
went up 100 points and companies such as Harvey
Norman and JB Hi-Fi rode the $20,000 immediate tax
write-off for small businesses. But what other
companies will be stimulated to higher levels, thanks
to Joe’s Viagra Budget?

would be starting to creep through as our dollar has
dropped from 95 US cents to around 80 US cents in
10 months!

Picking green shoots
The wider implications and multiplier effects of this
Budget have been underestimated and many are
ignoring the green shoots I’ve been pointing to for
over six months – such as job ads going up 11 out of
the past 12 months. Then there’s the building boom,
with dwelling approvals at all-time highs. And retail
has gone up 10 months on a trot. Adding to that, we
saw how retail stocks reacted to the Treasurer’s gift
to small businesses with turnovers under $2 million.

But if we can get it down to where the RBA wants it —
70 US cents — then it will be a bonanza for
dollar-sensitive stocks, the stock market index and
the economy’s growth, which will be good for jobs.
The good buys
I’m investing for that time, so what investments look
like good buys right now for that time?

The only damn fly in the ointment is the Oz dollar and
that will be a barrier to better stock prices until the
Fed is close to raising interest rates and/or the RBA
comes out with another rate cut, which is becoming
increasingly likely with the Oz dollar over 80 US
cents. It started today at 80.37 US cents but what do
you expect, with every country out there trying to
keep their currency down to get the old J-curve effect
that Paul Keating talked about in the mid-1980s.
That’s what we’re missing out on — the big export
and economic impact of a lower dollar, though it

I like the Vanguard Australian Shares Index ETF
(VAS), which tracks the ASX/S&P 300 index as
companies in this index not only include some of the
smaller companies, that still need to follow the big
companies, it also includes companies that will be
beneficiaries of the lower dollar when it comes
through.
On the dollar companies such as CSL and
Macquarie, they will have a surge when the dollar
heads south and while there will be the odd shock,
such as Resmed’s disappointing trial that hit its
share price, generally the lower dollar play will makes
sense.
I still like the banks and let’s take CBA as an
example. It’s all-time high not long ago was $96 and
it’s now around $83. The S&P/ASX 200 index is
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around 5700 and I bet within a year we are heading
towards our all-time high of 6800. History shows that
we beat our old all-time high before another crash, so
let’s believe in history.
So if the index goes to 6800, that’s an 1,100-point
gain or a 19% gain! That’s why I don’t mind playing
the index but on CBA, if the index goes up 19%, I’d
be surprised if the biggest bank would not go up 10%,
especially if the Budget produces economic growth
and jobs. Throw in the 5% dividend and the franking
credits and I think a 15% plus gain from CBA over a
year, or year and a half, is not bad bananas.

as good times.
One last story to prove my point. Let’s assume that
Harvey Norman is a quality company. If you bought it
before the 2007 spike, you might have got it at $4. It
spiked to around $7 before the GFC and went under
$2 after the GFC market crash. If you bought it then,
because it was a quality company that should have
come good, you’d be up 150% on that purchase in
seven years. Sure, Gerry has been stingy with
dividends and that’s why I prefer quality companies
that pay dividends but the quality company
characteristic comes first. Never forget that.

Obviously, building is set to keep doing well and so
the likes of Boral and CSR should be beneficiaries.
And I think the run up for the likes of Harvey Norman
and JB Hi-Fi is not over yet.
And don’t ignore the foreign play. It has nothing to do
with Joe’s Budget but if that dollar follows the script
an ETF such as the FTSE All-World index excluding
the US (VEU), has appeal. I also like iShares Europe
(IEU) as I think as Europe improves, the euro will go
up as our dollar might be sinking but that’s a harder
game to predict.
Believing that the Budget will create growth, profits
and higher share prices is not a silly strategy. And
believing our dollar will fall is also a sensible view and
so your strategies now should be designed to cash in
on a future that is running late but will happen.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Bonus picks
Finally, two companies that a lot of my contacts keep
mentioning are IRESS, which should benefit from a
rising stock market and Challenger, which also should
be well placed as markets keep rising and bond
yields improve.
If Joe’s Budget hits the growth targets he’s looking
for, and economists such as CommSec’s Craig
James and JPMorgan’s Stephen Walters are actually
more bullish than Treasury, then my index guesses
and stock speculations will be on the money.
But remember, always buy good companies — hold 20
if you can to spread your risk — and make sure
they’re companies you can hold in bad times as well
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Everything you need to know for a sector update
by Paul Rickard
Key sectors
Over the three years to 30 April, the so called
“yield sectors” – financials, A-REITS
(property trusts), utilities and
telecommunications have each returned over
18.0% per annum. They have only been
topped by healthcare, which has returned
30.5% per annum.
For both growth-oriented and income-oriented
investors, to avoid too much tracking risk, we
recommend that in the major sectors, some
position is taken even if the view is
under-weight.

GICS (Global Industry Classification Standard)
sectors. According to Standard and Poor’s, over the
three years to 30 April, the so called “yield sectors” –
financials, A-REITS (property trusts), utilities and
telecommunications have each returned over 18.0%
per annum. They have only been topped by
healthcare, which has returned 30.5% per annum.
Interestingly, since the start of April, there has been
somewhat of a reversal. The best performing sectors
over the last three years (financials, A-REITs, utilities,
healthcare) have underperformed the index, while
laggards such as energy and materials have
outperformed.

A subscriber wrote in and said that if he wanted to
take $200,000 from a portfolio of shares worth
$1,200,000 off the table, how would he go about
doing it? I really like this approach when the
circumstances are right – so I wrote back and said
that I would start by looking at my sector allocations
first, before thinking about which individual stocks to
reduce or exit. My sector allocation would, of course,
reflect my investment bias – which often just boils
down to whether growth or income is the main
objective.
Of course, there can be a plurality of objectives, so
while “growth’’ or ”income” can be a bit simple, for
many investors, it is a starting point. With this in mind,
here are our updated sector views for an
income-oriented investor and a growth oriented
investor.
Performance
Before turning to our allocations, it is worthwhile
reflecting on the performances of the 11 different
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Income-oriented investors
For income-oriented investors, here are our preferred
sector allocations. For each sector, a position relative
to the sector’s weighting on the S&P/ASX 200 is
suggested – be it under-weight, index-weight or
over-weight.
Despite income being the primary goal, to avoid too
much tracking risk, we recommend that in the major
sectors, some position is taken even if the view is
under-weight. For example, the financials sector
(excluding REITs) currently makes up 40.4% of the
S&P/ASX 200 index – so an underweight position
would see around 35% or less of your portfolio
invested in these stocks; an index weight position
around 35 to 45%; and an overweight position would
potentially be 45% or higher.
Together with our sector view, we have listed the
market leaders in each sector (by market
capitalisation), and some brief comments.

*Weightings as at 30 April, 2015
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Growth-oriented investors
For investors whose major objective is medium-term
growth, here is our preferred sector allocation. Again,
to reduce tracking risk, we recommend that some
exposure is taken in each of the major sectors.

taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

*Weightings as at 30 April, 2015
Important: This content has been prepared without
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5 remarkable REITs
by James Dunn
1) Bunnings Warehouse Property Trust (BWP)
Key points
A number of specialty REITs have come to
the market offering pure-play exposure to
‘big-box’ retail properties, healthcare
properties, retirement and aged care
properties, childcare properties, tourism
properties, hotels, agribusiness and even data
centres.
APDC Group is a great example of a tech
REIT investing in data centres that is doing
better than the data centres themselves.
Other speciality REITs include, Bunnings
Warehouse Property Trust, Generation
Healthcare REIT and Hotel Property
Investments.

One of the recent developments on the Australian
stock market is specialty real estate investment trusts
(REITs), outside the normal categories of office, retail
and industrial property.
Specialty REITs have come to the market offering
pure-play exposure to ‘big-box’ retail properties,
healthcare properties, retirement and aged care
properties, childcare properties, tourism properties,
hotels, agribusiness and even data centres. The
trusts offer investors targeted exposures to the
sectors they wish to invest in.

Market capitalisation $1.98 billion
Bunnings Warehouse Property Trust was the first of
the specialty REITs: it was listed in September 1998
to focus on “big box” warehouse retailing properties
and, in particular, Bunnings Warehouses leased to
hardware giant Bunnings Group, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Wesfarmers Limited (WES).
The $1.9 billion property portfolio consists of 83
properties, spread across Western Australia, Victoria,
New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia and
the Australian Capital Territory. Most have a
Bunnings Warehouse on them, but several are
multi-tenanted, including retail space leased to other
retailers, for example, Officeworks, Boating Camping
Fishing (BCF), Ultratune, Spotlight, Sleepmaster and
The Good Guys.
BWP has been a strong performer on the stock
market, generating a total return (capital gain plus
dividends) over the last five years of 18.2% a year.
On the analysts’ forecasts collated by FN Arena,
analysts expect a 15.8-cent distribution (dividend) in
FY15, increasing to 16.6 cents in FY16. That prices
BWP on an unfranked FY15 yield of 5.1%, rising to
5.4% in FY16.
However, the analysts’ consensus target price does
not make good reading for BWP holders: at $3.10,
the analysts think it has 17.4% downside to its target
price of $2.56.

A couple of weeks ago (4 May) I mentioned the
specialty REITs National Storage REIT (NSR) –
which invests in self-storage centres – and Ingenia
Communities Group (INA), which owns a portfolio of
“seniors living” properties. Here are five more
specialty REITs, from a wide variety of sectors.
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2) APDC Group (AJD)
Market capitalisation $148 million
Floated in January 2013, APDC Group is the “tech
REIT.” It’s the sector’s way to play the “big data”
investment theme, because it owns three data
centres, which it leases to listed data centre operator
NEXT DC Limited (NXT), which established AJD as a
special-purpose REIT. NEXT DC is AJD’s only
tenant, under long-term leases: it owns three of the
group’s five purpose-built data centres – in
Melbourne, Sydney and Perth – which host critical IT
infrastructure, such as servers, for NXT’s customers,
and offer Data-Centre-as-a-Service (DCaaS)
services.
Owning the data centres has proven a better way to
make money than operating them: whereas NXT
does not make a profit, and is not expected to do so
until FY16, AJD is nicely profitable. On FN Arena’s
numbers, the analysts’ consensus forecasts expect a
distribution of 9.1 cents a share in FY15, unfranked,
rising to 9.3 cents in FY16. At the current price, that
prices AJD on a forecast FY15 dividend yield of 7.0%
and a FY16 projected yield of 7.2%.
But the analysts see AJD as fully valued, it is only 1%
below the consensus target price of $1.31.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 18 May 2015

of Australia’s ageing population, which makes
healthcare both a defensive sector and a growing
one. In the REIT space, the best way to get exposure
to healthcare is Generation Healthcare REIT, which
listed in May 2006: it is the only listed REIT that
invests solely in healthcare assets.
The portfolio of 13 properties includes hospitals,
medical centres, laboratories and other purpose-built
healthcare facilities, located in Victoria, Queensland
and New South Wales. GHC is about to enter the
aged-care sector, tapping the market for a fully
underwritten $52 million capital raising to fund its
purchase of three facilities from a major not-for-profit
player in the sector, RSL Care. The trust has also
signed a deal with St John of God Health Care
(SJGHC) to build a new 18,000-square-metre private
hospital in Berwick in Melbourne’s outer south-east,
across the road from the Monash University Berwick
campus. GHC will invest about $45 million in the
hospital, with SJGHC acting as both tenant and joint
landlord.
Generation Healthcare REIT has been an excellent
performer on the ASX, with a total return running at
close to 26% a year for the last five years.
In the offer document for its entitlement offer, sent to
unitholders earlier this month, GHC forecast a
distribution of 8.58 cents a share in FY15 (new units
issued under the offer, which is priced at $1.50, will
not be entitled to the June 2015 half year distribution:
the new units will be entitled to distributions for the
period commencing 1 July 2015, that is, FY16), and
8.84 cents a share in FY16.
At the current market price of $1.62, that prices GHC
at a FY15 yield of 5.2%, unfranked, rising to 5.5% in
FY16. But on FN Arena’s numbers, the analysts’
consensus target price for GHC, at $1.55, implies
4.3% downside risk.

3) Generation Healthcare REIT (GHC)
Market capitalisation: $284 million
Investors are constantly being reminded of the
growing demand for healthcare services on the back
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 18 May 2015
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4) Hotel Property Investments (HPI)
Market capitalisation $386 million
Floated in December 2013, HPI owns a portfolio of 44
freehold pubs and associated specialty tenancies,
valued at $545 million, located throughout
Queensland and South Australia. The pubs are
leased to the Coles group and to Australian Leisure &
Hospitality (ALH), a joint venture 75% owned by the
Woolworths group. About 95% of the rental income
comes from the hotel leases to Coles.
The remaining rental income is derived from
Speciality Tenants leasing the On-site Specialty
Stores. Specialty Tenants include a mix of franchisors
and franchisees including 7-Eleven, Nightowl,
Nando’s, Subway, Noodle Box and The Good Guys.
According to FN Arena, HPI’s analysts expect the
stock to pay a dividend of 16 cents a share (stapled
security) in FY15, unfranked, increasing to 19 cents in
FY16, equating to a FY15 prospective yield of 6.0%
and 7.1% in FY16. But they view the stock as trading
above its consensus target price ($2.50).

RFF earns income from leasing out its properties to
what it calls “blue-chip” operators – including listed
ASX companies Select Harvests Limited (SHV) and
Treasury Wine Estates (TWE) – so that it takes no
exposure to direct operating risk. As at December
2014, RFF’s 27 properties were 100% occupied, with
a weighted average lease term of 12.2 years. Poultry
represented 39% of assets, almonds 37%, vineyards
16% and cropping properties 3%, with the rest being
cash and receivables.
As with healthcare, the investment “thematic” of
growing export demand for Australia’s soft
commodities, particularly to the increasingly wealthy
Asian nations. RFF provides a diversified exposure to
this theme, augmented by increasing farm
productivity, on a simple “landlord” model
immediately recognisable to any REIT investor.
According to Thomson Reuters, the analysts’
consensus forecast distributions for RFF are 8.1
cents for FY15 and 8.3 cents for FY16, pricing the
stock on a FY15 yield of 7.4%, lifting to 7.6% in FY16
(with franking of about 6.6% expected each year).
Analysts also see RFF as very close to the
consensus price target, which is $1.12.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 18 May 2015
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 18 May 2015

5) Rural Funds Group (RFF, $1.09)
Market capitalisation $128 million
RFF is the Australian REIT sector’s specialist
agricultural exposure. The trust owns a $313 million
portfolio of agricultural assets including cattle, sheep,
poultry and cotton farms, almond orchards and
vineyards, as well as land and water holdings.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
One look below the surface shows most stockbroker
recommendation changes for the week are directly
related to the latest good news/bad news updates
provided by companies.
JP Morgan turned more bearish on TV networks at
the beginning of the week, which is why Nine
Entertainment and Seven West Media feature on the
negative side.
In the good books
ALS (ALQ) was upgraded to Buy from Hold by
Deutsche Bank. Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/5/2 ALS has
suffered earnings declines for the past two years and
Deutsche Bank believes the market should now start
valuing the company on through-the-cycle earnings.
The broker’s rating is upgraded to Buy from Hold on
this basis. Life Sciences is now the largest division
and should provide a stable earnings base.

Watson for $200 million plus an earn-out. In light of
the transaction Citi upgrades to Neutral from Sell.
FY16 and FY17 forecasts are raised by 37% and
33% respectively and the target to $8.23 from $6.64.
The acquisition will complement GUD’s existing
automotive business, providing the opportunity to
expand existing products into new end markets.
GUD’s automotive after-market business has been
its star performer so UBS considers Brown & Watson
as a positive fit, offering around 15% earnings
accretion in FY16.
M2 Telecommunications (MTU) was upgraded to
Neutral from Sell by UBS. Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/4/0 The
company has reiterated FY15 guidance for 15-20%
profit growth. UBS maintains forecasts and continues
to envisage robust earnings over the next two years.
Forecasts do not incorporate an acquisition of iiNet
(IIN) given the outcome of the bid is uncertain. The
company does have a more aggressive gearing
profile relative to peers but UBS believes this is offset
by a stronger growth outlook.
Premier Investments (PMV) was upgraded to
Equal-weight from Underweight by Morgan
Stanley. Buy/Hold/Sell: 0/6/0 Premier Investments is
in a growth phase, benefitting from the expansion of
Smiggle and Peter Alexander and has a favourable
currency hedging profile. There are longer-term
structural headwinds, which the broker believes may
hamper core brands. Still, the near-term opportunity
and long-term sub-par growth are reflected in the
share price.

GUD Holdings was upgraded to Neutral from Sell
by Citi and to Buy from Sell by UBS.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 3/2/0 GUD will acquire Brown &

Sirtex Medical (SRX) was upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by Macquarie. Buy/Hold/Sell: 2/0/1
Sirtex has revealed data from its SIRFLOX study
shows a statistically significant improvement in
progression-free survival for the secondary end point
in terms of liver cancer, thus the broker believes
Sir-Spheres could play a large role in the earlier
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treatment in those patients suffering only from liver
cancer.
In the not-so-good books
Fantastic Holdings (FAN) was downgraded to
Underweight from Equal-weight by Morgan
Stanley. Buy/Hold/Sell: 0/3/1 While the decline in
earnings is behind the company, Morgan Stanley
does not envisage a return to historical averages. The
main reason is the company is yet to re-establish its
brand and ward off the competitive threat.

dominated by US ammonia production and Credit
Suisse suspects the contribution of the Australian
explosives and fertiliser segments is likely to decline
further.
Nine Entertainment (NEC) was downgraded to
Neutral from Overweight by JP Morgan.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 7/1/0 The analysts have kept a close
watch on free-to-air TV industry trends as they
believe the sector is in for a major meltdown, at some
point in the years ahead. They now believe the first
cracks have started to emerge and have promptly
responded by cutting forecasts. Short term
advertising trends are likely to show small
year-on-year losses, on the analysts’ new forecasts.
Longer term the growth rate for the industry has been
reduced to 1.5% per annum. Because of a more
cautious stance vis-a-vis the industry, the rating for
Nine Entertainment has been cut to Neutral from
Overweight.
PanAust (PNA) downgraded to Underperform
from Outperform by Credit Suisse and to Neutral
from Buy by UBS. Buy/Hold/Sell: 2/5/1 GRAM has
increased its cash offer to $1.85 a share, at the lower
end of the independent expert’s range of $1.84-2.04.
The offer has been recommended by the board in the
absence of a superior proposal. Credit Suisse is
disappointed with the outcome, given the long-term
view of the potential of Frieda River.

Fortescue Metals (FMG) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 0/5/3 Credit Suisse is of the view that
Fortescue’s share price has run ahead of
fundamentals, hence the downgrade to Underperform
from Neutral. To further underpin the move, CS
analysts believe second half 2015 looks “ominous”
as further supply looms. They expect the price of iron
ore to fall to US$45/tonne. Forecasts have been
pared back and FY16 is now expected to see a
gigantic loss.
Incitec Pivot (IPL) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 2/4/2 The first half result held few
surprises for Credit Suisse. Fertiliser profit was
affected by lower urea prices and competition while
downstream profitability in Asia Pacific took the hit
from lower demand for explosives. The outlook is

Seven West Media (SWM) was downgraded to
Neutral from Overweight by JP Morgan.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 3/4/1 JP Morgan has updated their
view on the sector (see above). Because of a more
cautious stance vis-a-vis the industry, the rating for
Seven West Media has been cut to Neutral from
Overweight. Estimates have been reduced.
Silver Chef (SIV) was downgraded to Hold from
Add by Morgans. Buy/Hold/Sell: 0/2/0 The
introduction in the federal budget of a tax incentive for
small business acquiring equipment up to $20,000
should mean a boost in demand for equipment
dealers and finance providers. However, Morgans
does not believe Silver Chef’s rental product will
qualify, which may marginally affect demand in the
hospitality segment. This may be immaterial and the
company does have other growth drivers but
Morgans moves to Hold from Add, given the stock is
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trading at the target, raised to $9.00 from $8.22.

Earnings Forecast

The Reject Shop (TRS) downgraded to
Underweight from Equal-weight by Morgan
Stanley. Buy/Hold/Sell: 0/2/2 Morgan Stanley
believes structural challenges will mean the company
disappoints on earnings. Rating is downgraded to
Underweight from Equal-weight. Target is reduced to
$5.75 from $6.50. The broker expects the sharp
depreciation in the Australian dollar to weigh on
margins. Secondly, a shift in market share to Kmart
and international competitors is occurring in the
discount variety segment.
Whitehaven Coal (WHC) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 3/4/1 Macquarie has incorporated
new commodity price forecasts, with most of the pain
in cuts to coal price expectations. Whitehaven’s
earnings are seen falling 80-100% over the next few
years and most Australian coal assets now generate
only modest cash flow. Whitehaven’s
recommendation is therefore downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral and the target to $1.00
from $1.50.

FNArena tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Shortlisted – Super Stock Selectors
by Penny Pryor
Peter’s like this week, which he also talks about in
his story today, is IRESS.
“A lot of my well respected contacts keep telling me
IRESS is well placed,” he says.
And they’re right. Because it clips the ticket on each
transaction, IRESS does well, regardless of which
direction the market is going.

“As pet owners continue to treat their pets like part of
the family, spending on pets is likely to continue to
rise, with Greencross being a beneficiary.”
But highlighting that one person’s gold can be
another person’s garbage, Peter mentions
Greencross as his dislike for this week because
“former management is no longer running the show”.

Michael Heffernan, senior private wealth advisor, with
Phillip Capital, likes the iconic Dulux. He says it’s
performed particularly well since its demerger from
Orica.
“It’s set to benefit from the strengthening in the
residential building sector, has attractive
fundamentals and a dividend yield of over 3% fully
franked,” he says.
Elio D’Amato likes customer-billing provider Hansen
Technologies.
“The group reported a strong half year result and
Hansen’s share price has more than doubled over
the last 12 months. We continue to view the outlook
as robust for the company and see more growth
opportunities ahead,” he says.
Evan Lucas likes Macquarie Group and Michael
McCarthy is a big fan of Harvey Norman on the back
of Budget stimulus, which should provide a boost to
consumption.
Julia Lee likes Greencross, the pet company that has
retail, vet clinics and grooming salons, which all allow
for substantial cross selling.
“Shares are down 30% from peak this year and
shares are looking oversold,” Lee says.

And Michael Heffernen points out that it won’t just be
the mining companies that suffer from the end of the
mining boom. His dislike is Decmil Group Ltd (DCG).
“As it builds accommodation villages for miners, it is
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adversely affected by cut backs in investment
spending by major resources companies. Other
sectors are preferred in the current market and
economic environment,” he says.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Steady as she goes for property
by Switzer Super Report
Auction clearance rates fell slightly this week, but
demand is still strong, with a preliminary result of
76.4% recorded across the combined capital cities,
compared to 78.2% last week.

were the North Sydney and Hornsby region (with a
clearance rate of 94.1%) while Ryde, Parramatta and
the Inner South West all had clearance rates over
90%.

The number of properties taken to auction fell to
2,127 from last week’s 2,426. That compared to the
2,194 properties auctioned the same time last year.

The Melbourne market also delivered solid results
this week, with a clearance rate of 74.3% compared
to 79.0% last week. The best performing region was
the Inner East, with a clearance rate of 81.9%.

Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities
The median price for a house across the combined
capital cities currently stands at $615,518, with
Sydney at the upper end of the spectrum at
$837,000. You’ll find a house cheapest in Hobart,
where the median prices stands at $340,000.
Capital city private treaty median prices

While auction volumes remain comparable to last
year, clearance rates are clearly up over the past 12
months, with a near 10 percentage point rise
nationally (see below).
Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

Chairman and owner of Century 21 Australasia,
Charles Tarbey, says that over the growth cycle
starting in June 2012, there has been a 24.3%
increase in dwellings on average, with Sydney and
Melbourne driving the majority of the growth.
This week, Australia’s strongest property performer –
Sydney – continued to deliver with a clearance rate of
85.5% and is showing no sign of slowing down.
The best performing regions in Sydney this week

Tarbey says low rates are contributing to the
impressive sale prices in some areas.
And if you’re looking at buying a property in these
market conditions, Tarbey has the following note of
caution.
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“It seems to me that stable growth is preferable to
growth that is fuelled by low interest rates, low stock
levels and high levels of buyer activity. With that in
mind, I believe that it would be wise for buyers to
carefully consider their next move. With interest rates
so low, the Reserve Bank of Australia is running out
of room to move them too much lower. Eventually
interest rates will have to come up again. Buyers
must ensure that they have room in their budget
when this happens.”
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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